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During 1999, the communications of the TEX Users
Group will be published in four issues.
The
September issue (Vol. 20, No. 3) will contain the
Proceedings of the 1999 TUG Annual Meeting.
TUGboat is distributed as a benefit of membership to all members.
Submissions to TUGboat are reviewed by volunteers and checked by the Editor before publication. However, the authors are still assumed to be
the experts. Questions regarding content or accuracy should therefore be directed to the authors,
with an information copy to the Editor.

Barbara Beeton, Editor
Mimi Burbank, Production Manager
Victor Eijkhout, Associate Editor, Macros
Jeremy Gibbons, Associate Editor,
“Hey — it works!”
Alan Hoenig, Associate Editor, Fonts
Christina Thiele, Associate Editor,
Topics in the Humanities
Production Team:
Barbara Beeton, Mimi Burbank (Manager), Robin
Fairbairns, Sebastian Rahtz, Christina Thiele
See page 3 for addresses.

Submitting Items for Publication
The next regular issue will be Vol. 20, No. 2. The
deadline for technical items will be May 24; reports
and similar items are due by June 1. Mailing
is scheduled for June. Deadlines for other future
issues are listed in the Calendar, page 65.
Manuscripts should be submitted to a member
of the TUGboat Editorial Board. Articles of general
interest, those not covered by any of the editorial
departments listed, and all items submitted on
magnetic media or as camera-ready copy should be
addressed to the Editor, Barbara Beeton, or to the
Production Manager, Mimi Burbank (see addresses
on p. 3).
Contributions in electronic form are encouraged, via electronic mail, on diskette, or made
available for the Editor to retrieve by anonymous
FTP; contributions in the form of camera copy
are also accepted. The TUGboat “style files”, for
use with either plain TEX or LATEX, are available
“on all good archives”. For authors who have no
network FTP access, they will be sent on request;
please specify which is preferred. Send e-mail to
TUGboat@tug.org, or write or call the TUG office.
This is also the preferred address for submitting
contributions via electronic mail.
Reviewers
Additional reviewers are needed, to assist in checking new articles for completeness, accuracy, and
presentation. Volunteers are invited to submit
their names and interests for consideration; write to
TUGboat@tug.org or to the Editor, Barbara Beeton
(see address on p. 3).
TUGboat Advertising and Mailing Lists
For information about advertising rates, publication
schedules or the purchase of TUG mailing lists,
write or call the TUG office.

Other TUG Publications
TUG publishes the series TEXniques, in which have
appeared reference materials and user manuals for
macro packages and TEX-related software, as well
as the Proceedings of the 1987 and 1988 Annual
Meetings. Other publications on TEXnical subjects
also appear from time to time.
TUG is interested in considering additional
manuscripts for publication. These might include
manuals, instructional materials, documentation, or
works on any other topic that might be useful to
the TEX community in general. Provision can be
made for including macro packages or software in
computer-readable form. If you have any such items
or know of any that you would like considered for
publication, send the information to the attention
of the Publications Committee at tug-pub@tug.org
or in care of the TUG office.
Trademarks
Many trademarked names appear in the pages of
TUGboat. If there is any question about whether
a name is or is not a trademark, prudence dictates
that it should be treated as if it is. The following
list of trademarks which appear in this issue may
not be complete.
MS/DOS is a trademark of MicroSoft Corporation
METAFONT is a trademark of Addison-Wesley Inc.
PC TEX is a registered trademark of Personal TEX,
Inc.
PostScript is a trademark of Adobe Systems, Inc.
techexplorer is a trademark of IBM Research.
TEX and AMS-TEX are trademarks of the American
Mathematical Society.
Textures is a trademark of Blue Sky Research.
Unix is a registered trademark of X/Open Co. Ltd.

